Abstract-In the context of public transport modeling and simulation, we address the problem of mismatch between simulated transit trips and observed ones. We point to the weakness of the current travel demand modeling process; the trips it generates are overly optimistic and do not reflect the real passenger choices. To explain the deviation of simulated trips from the observed trips, we introduce the notion of mini-activities the travelers do during the trips. We propose to mine the smart card data and identify characteristics that help detect the mini activities. We develop a technique to integrate them in the generated trips and learn such an integration from two available sources, the trip history and trip planner recommendations. For an input travel demand, we build a Markov chain over the trip collection and apply the Monte Carlo Markov Chain algorithm to integrate mini activities in such a way that the trip characteristics converge to the target distributions. We test our method on the trip data set collected in Nancy, France. The evaluation results demonstrate a very important reduction of the trip generation error, and a good capacity to cope with new simulation scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N MANY cities around the world, the public transport (PT) operators have adopted new electronic media (smart cards) for the fare payment and trip validation. Moreover, the information generated with smart card transactions was found to represent a rich data source for transport and urban planning. Mining data gathered by the smart cards allow to observe, understand and model the traveller behavior on a micro level [1] , [2] . The travel demand modeling by mining the smart card data goes through a number of steps, including the trip reconstruction, the origin-destination (OD) extraction, activity inference and micro-simulation. Implemented in different simulation platforms [3] - [6] , this process proved its efficiency in real public transport systems [1] , [7] , [8] .
Despite a considerable progress over the last ten years, the current systems still have a difficulty to correctly simulate the transit trips. In this paper, we compare the simulated transit trips to the observed ones and discover an important mismatch. This mismatch concerns all core trip characteristics, such as the full trip time and the transfer time.
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work and shopping, we suggest that it disregards so called mini activities the travellers do during their trips. Mini activities are ubiquitous in the urban context; they may include, among others, bringing kids to school, buying a journal or meeting a friend. They often compromise the optimal trip plans generated by the simulator. We propose to mine the smart card data for the mini activities and to integrate them in the trip generation process. Unlike explicit modeling of the main activities, we propose to model travellers' mini activities implicitly. We adopt the data-driven approach and generate individual trips with integrated mini activities; such an integration is accomplished by mixing up trips from available sources, such as the trip history and trip planner recommendations. Trip planners are a common service available for many cities around the world [9] . Any planner uses all available network information and service schedules to recommend k-top routes upon a user travel request. When recommending a route, it follows one of maximum utility criteria, like "the fastest route", "route with the minimal number of changes", etc. These top trip planner recommendations can be used for the simulation [10] . Unfortunately they represent an overoptimistic view of urban traveling and do not reflect correctly the real passenger route choices [11] .
Another source of information is the history of trips reconstructed from the smart card data [12] . These trips reflect the real route choices made by the travellers; they include cases that the simulator may ignore, such as sub-optimal routes, unreasonably long transfer time, etc. Sampling from the trip history is the simplest strategy for simulating trips which look like the observed ones. However, the history of trips is limited to the time and locations where they have been collected. It cannot be reused beyond this specific context, for example, when the network or a service is changed.
We consider the trip planner recommendations and trip history as complementary sources for the realistic trip generation where the simulated trips should look like the observed ones. We propose a method to model mini activities as a part of the generated trips, by mixing up the trip history and trip planner recommendations. We first identify characteristics we want to control in the generated trips and establish simulation goals for them in the form of target distributions. Then, for an input travel demand, we build a Markov chain over the trip collection and apply the Monte Carlo Markov Chain algorithm to integrate mini activities in such a way that the trip characteristics fit the target distributions.
Setting up the target distributions for trip characteristics is a central mechanism in guiding the trip generation process. These distributions may follow the historical data or not.
Indeed, simulating new public transport scenarios is a critical feature for any simulator.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the main steps of mining smart card data for travel demand modeling and Section III reviews the relevant work in the domain. Section IV discusses in detail the mismatch between the simulated and observed trips and introduces the notion of mini activities. Section V proposes different ways to detect mini activities in the trips. Section VI recalls the Monte Carlo Markov Chain algorithm and describes its application to integrating the mini activities in the trip generation. Section VII reports the evaluation results on a real trip collection. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. TRAVEL DEMAND MODELING BY MINING
THE SMART CART DATA Smart card automated fare collection (AFC) systems are used by public transport operators all around the world. The initial (and still main) purpose of using smart cards is their ability for flexible and secure fare collection [13] . Moreover, data collected by smart cards has been recognized as a rich data source for travel demand modeling and urban planning [14] .
It is common to recognize four following steps when mining the smart card data for the travel demand modeling [1] , [5] : 1) Individual Trip Reconstruction: in transportation systems with a fixed fare, the boarding validation is only required. The first challenge of mining smart card data is to reconstruct the individual trips from the boarding validations. Different versions of the trip-chaining algorithm [15] have been proposed; they estimate the alighting stops and infer missing links to extract the consistent individual trips [5] , [14] . 2) Origin-Destination (OD) Extraction: once the alighting locations are known, the second step is to infer whether the alighting location is the final destination, and to scale it up to the lost/missing trips [16] , [17] . With the known boarding locations and reconstructed final destinations [18] , dynamic OD matrices can be calculated in a straightforward way. 3) Activity Modeling: Travellers' individual trips can be further studied to give a semantic meaning to the inferred locations, like home, work and shopping [1] . By using rule-based [19] or learning-based approaches [20] , [21] , activities are most accurately identified by the smart card type and temporal trip attributes [13] . Moreover, by considering individual trip chains, continuous hidden Markov model can be used to infer the sequence of activities [22] . 4) Multi-Agent Simulation and Trip Assignment: smart card data can be further coupled with the network data and PT vehicle runs. The state of art simulation frameworks, like MATSim [7] , TRANSIMS [23] , SimMobility [3] and MAP [6] , can then generate activity plans for each agent in the simulation, both vehicles and passengers. Multi agent-based simulators are built upon a large scale of autonomous agents which perform their own decisions, interact with one another and with the environment [24] . For each agent, an initial daily activity plan is assigned as a full description of the activities location, its durations, start and end time, and the trips connecting two activities. For example, in MATSim [7] , the day is simulated iteratively and after each iteration a fraction of the agents is allowed to modify their plans. At the end of each simulated day, the utility function is measured for each agent using a scoring function. Agents seek to improve their utility over iterations until the system reaches an equilibrium where the generalized utility cannot be longer improved [1] . Our reference framework is the Mobility Analytics Platform (MAP) developed at XRCE 1 and deployed in different cities around the world [6] . MAP implements all steps of the modeling process described above. Unlike other platforms, the MAP delegates the candidate generation for trip assignment, the utility evaluation and re-planning to a city trip planner. Using fast services of existing trip planners allows to increase the scalability and cope with a very large number of individual agents, both vehicles and travelers, without simplifying the network and scenarios [8] . The MAP visualization module and the simulation diagram are shown in Figure 1 .
A. Model-Based Versus Data-Driven
In the four-step process presented above, the last step remains mostly model-based. Based on the user equilibrium principle, the basic trip assignment model made a number of simplifying assumptions [24] . In particular, it assumed that travellers have perfect knowledge about route costs, they choose the route that minimizes their travel costs, there is no capacity limitations, and so on.
Over last ten years, a considerable progress has been achieved to make this basic model more realistic. First was relaxed the perfect knowledge assumption; in the probabilistic setting [25] , travellers have imperfect information about path costs; they choose the route that minimizes their perceived travel costs given a set of routes [26] .
The capacity limitation of vehicles was also revisited; the 'fail-to-board' probability was proposed to approximate congestion conditions of vehicles [27] , [28] . Then, [29] considered a probability of finding a seat and included it in the route choice model. The 'fail-to-sit' probability at the boarding time is estimated by the likelihood of travelling seated or standing.
Addressing any particular issue which perturbs the basic assignment model makes the model more and more complex. Instead of explicit enumeration of all seen and unseen phenomena, we adopt the data-driven approach based on the analysis of the system behavior in the past [30] . It tries to find connections between the input and output variables without explicit knowledge of the physical behavior of the system. Making the trip assignment data-driven presents several advantages.
First, any observed trip is an instantiation of travellers' preferences and interactions with other actors at a given point of time. If we have access to a sufficiently rich set of trips, it may be possible to re-use them as such, without explicit modeling. Second, with a growing amount of the smart card data collected over time, all possible interactions between the actors in the system will be reflected in the trip history. We thus can benefit from the progress in computational intelligence to infer highly accurate models from the historical data.
III. RELATED WORK
In the previous section we discussed how the smart card data is used in the travel demand modeling, including the trip reconstruction [5] , [14] , [15] , OD extraction [16] - [18] , activity extraction [1] , [13] , [20] - [22] and trip assignment [7] , [24] - [26] , [28] . Beyond the daily demand simulation, smart card data have been successfully used in other projects. Most of these projects can be grouped in three categories [14] , according to the time span they try to target.
In the short term, smart card data can help calculate performance indicators on a PT system. One example is the schedule adherence, which is estimated by comparing the boarding times at a given stop with the route schedule [31] . Reconstructed trips can be also checked for comparability with household travel surveys [31] . Then, coupling the passenger trips with Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data can provide valuable insights for improving PT operations [32] .
In the middle term, smart card data can help improve the service offer. The most typical example is the schedule adjustment [33] . Indeed, the PT agencies commonly propose similar schedules for all weekdays. However, smart card data analysis can unveil the variability of the travel demand and propose a different schedule for each day. Other examples include service adjustment, schedule coordination between different PT modalities [34] or minimizing transfers by re-routing some services [35] .
Another challenge of mining smart card data is for longterm network planning, urban mobility and personalization. A good knowledge of urban mobility can help city planners to make the public transport more attractive [36] and adapt the network to user needs [37] .
The knowledge extracted from the smart data often takes the form of predictive and generative models based on machine learning techniques. They may go from to travel time prediction [38] to the passenger segmentation [39] and learning their preferences [11] . Sometimes, the same task can be approached from different points of view. For example, to extract mobility patterns, smart card data can be clustered from a traffic-, station-or passenger-oriented points of view [2] , [40] .
Access to personal trip histories can help to personalize trip planning, by taking into account user preferences and by identifying the best trips among a set of possible routes [41] . Another example has been also addressed in [42] . It established a relation between urban mobility and fare purchasing habits in London public transport network [35] , and proposed personalized ticket recommendations based on the estimated future travel patterns and matching travellers to the best fare.
The smart card data is mostly gathered by the AFC systems. Alternative sources, like mobile phone data, also constitute a valuable source of information for modeling urban mobility [43] . Mobile phone data offers large sample sizes and long observation periods at low costs. However, processing mobile phone traces raises a number of specific challenges, since information containing is such data streams is low in spatial resolution and sparse in time. We refer the reader to a recent survey [1] on the mode split, trip reconstruction and activity detection from mobile data streams.
IV. MISMATCH BETWEEN SIMULATED AND OBSERVED TRIPS
All computer based simulators try to reproduce the real behavior of a system as closely as possible. By running a model and comparing the simulation results to real ones, one can gain an insight how to improve the model [44] .
Given a travel demand model, the simulator can generate all individual trips for a test day and compare them to the trips observed the same day. All current simulators do a good job for direct trips, they however show a limited capacity of accurately reproducing the transit trips. We run the MAP simulator [6] using a model built upon the constructed trips from Nancy, France. We found that, whatever is a test day, the simulation systematically deviates from the trips observed that day. Figure 2 shows this mismatch in details, for two intrinsic characteristics of transit trips, the full trip time and the transit time. The former refers to the time between the first boarding and the last alighting, the latter is the time spent when changing/waiting a vehicle, walking between stops, etc. Both values are known for all reconstructed trips. For an ordinary day in the collection, the simulated trips have the full trip time It is easy to conclude that the simulated trips are overoptimistic; they underestimate some factors of travellers' choices which make the real trips longer and slower than the simulated ones. There may exist different explanations to this. First, the OD extraction step can be put into question. Indeed, trips may be split into segments using a threshold, like 30 minutes per activity [20] . This problem is however irrelevant in the Nancy dataset, where all first boarding's are explicitly tagged; this makes the OD extraction straightforward and unambiguous. Second, the MAP simulator can address partially the mismatch by tuning the trip planner parameters, such as the maximum walking distance; this allows to reduce the mismatch to some degree, but cannot solve it completely.
We propose another explanation to the mismatch in Figure 2 ; it concerns the activity inference step of the demand modeling process. Conventionally, it considers trips as connecting the main activities, like home, work and shopping, and thus propose optimal plans for the trips. We argue that, beyond these main activities, travellers do other things during the trips. These, so called mini activities last minutes but cause deviations from the optimal plans, in both the route choice and the travel time. Consequently, it misleads the maximum utility used to assign trips by the simulators.
A. Mini Activities
Mini activities are various and numerous; one can name bringing kids to school, buying a journal, meeting a friend, taking a walk through a park, and many others. Due to their variability, it appears impossible to name or to even enumerate them. Impact of a particular mini activity looks negligible, but their total number leads to a sensible deviation from what is considered as the maximum utility or optimal trip plans. An extreme example is one ticket round trips, very popular within some categories of travellers. In Nancy, this category represents up to 18% of individual trips on Tram 1, the highest density service in the city.
Mini activities are hard to recognize, they are naturally integrated in the trips and can compromise the optimal trip plans. The percentage of trips deviated by the mini activities is estimated up to 42% of the transit trips. Instead of explicitly enumerating the mini activities, we process them implicitly. In the following sections, we develop a method to generate trips with integrated mini activities. The trips are generated in such a way that their characteristics fit the target distributions. These distributions can be empirical, by taking a simple average over the history (see Figure 2) . Then, they may be an outcome of a predictive model learned from smart data coupled with the traffic data [45] . Finally, the target distributions can be manually set by a PT expert in order to simulate new scenarios.
V. ACTIVITY INFERENCE Main activities are those occurring between the trips. Figure 3 proposes a simple 2D visualization of the main activities in the city. Time between two consequent trips of one traveller refers to one activity. If taking less than 24 hours 2 it gives the activity duration. For any activity found in the dataset, Figure 3 plots the activity duration versus the time when it starts.
One can clearly distinguish two triangular shapes in the figure, with a number of dense zones. The empty strip between the triangles refers to the time when the public transport does not operate. Both triangles contain dense zones which refer to activities undertaken by a large number of travellers. These clusters are rather typical for any modern city. We interpret some clusters below. 1) W corresponds to an activity that starts at 8-9 am and lasts 8 to 10 hours. It likely refers to people who spend the full day at their working place. 2) W 1 and W 2 refer to half-day working activities, in the morning and afternoon, respectively. 3) H points to an activity that starts in the evening and lasts till the next morning. It most likely refers to staying at home overnight. 4) S embraces all activities that last 1 to 3 hours in the afternoon. It covers activities like shopping, sport or entertainment. Figure 3 takes into account only the activity duration and the starting time. Any deeper understanding requires considering the land-use information, residential and working facilities [2] , [20] . We however pay attention to mini activities which take place not between, but during the trips. 
A. Trip Choice Uncertainty
We mine the Nancy trip dataset for the presence of mini activities. The dataset exposes a very large variety of routes for any two locations; the maximum number of routes between two locations is 46, the average number is 2.93. We measure the uncertainty of choosing a route from an origin o to a destination d, by using the Kullback-Leibler divergence K L(q|| p) of the route distribution q from the uniform distribution p. The higher KL values indicate the higher certainty and a clear domination of one route over others. Figure 4 plots the KL values as a function of the number of passengers, for all (o, d) pairs in Nancy. The highest KL values form a clear frontier in the log-log space. Moreover, the high density zones suggest that a majority of (o, d) pairs is dominated not by one but two or more different routes of high frequency. Figure 4 also presents the transfer and full trip time distributions for two (o, d) examples. The left example has a KL value close to the high certainty frontier; one route from o to d dominates all others; both transfer and full trip time distributions are one-head and well-shaped. The right example has instead a lower KL value; the corresponding distributions are formed by a mixture of multiple shapes, they refer to multiple and highly frequented routes from o to d. In the transfer time distribution, many items go much beyond the time needed to change the bus. Coupled with sub-optimal routes, the figure clearly suggests frequent mini activities for this (o, d) .
B. Target Trip Characteristics
Mini activities cause a deviation from an optimal trip plans. As Figure 4 suggests, there are two factors than help recognize mini activities in a trip. One factor is temporal; an unexpectedly long transfer time likely points to a mini activity and causes a deviation from the optimal trip plan. Another factor is spatial, it measures how the chosen trip is different from an optimal route.
While the transfer time is a self-explaining factor, we need a trip characteristic that can grasp a mismatch between optimal and sub-optimal routes for a given (o, d) pair. To distinguish cases when a trip looks optimal from cases where it does not, we introduce the measure of trip ratio. For a transfer trip with a sequence of known boardings b i and alightings a i , i = 1, . . . , n, we measure the trip ratio of the distance D connecting the origin b 1 to destination o n to the sum of leg distances,
. Interested in the geometric interpretation, we approximate the ratio as a tangent and get the corresponding angle normalized into the [0,1] range, as follows
Value x sp measures how far the trip deviated from the theoretically direct connection from origin o = b 1 to destination d = o n . Figure 5 demonstrates the idea on two synthetic examples. For the "looking optimal" trip in Figure 5 .a, the ratio is close to 1 and the simulator tends to work well; for the round trip Figure 5 .b, the ratio is close to 0 and the simulator would recommend a simple walk. It turns out that x sp values reflect well the dichotomy observed in our trip collection, with two modes essentially saying that trips with angle ratios close 1 and 0 dominate the distribution. Figure 6 shows the empirical trip angle ratio distribution (in blue) for transit trips in Nancy dataset. Again, it is easy to note the mismatch between the real (in blue) and simulated trips (in red). The difference between the two distributions suggests that the simulator generate more trips which look optimal that we can observe in the real trips.
The angle ratio distribution fit well the Beta distribu-
First, the entire trip set fits well the Beta distribution with α = 0.26, β = 0.24. Moreover, stops with a sufficient number of trips can be grouped by their angle ratios, as well as by shapes of the corresponding Beta distributions. Figure 7 shows stops in the Nancy network colored with five colors that correspond to different shapes of the Beta distribution. In particular, all stops colored in blue have two modes in the distribution. Indeed, these stops are often co-located with the most frequent services in the city; they are therefore a frequent subject of return trips.
VI. MCMC FOR TRIP GENERATION
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods is a class of algorithms for sampling from a probability distribution; they construct a Markov chain that has the desired distribution as its equilibrium distribution. The state of the chain is used as a sample of the desired distribution and the quality of the sample improves over the number of steps. The MetropolisHastings (MH) version of MCMC generates a random walk using a proposal density and a method for rejecting some of the proposed moves [46] .
Given a target probability density p, defined on a state space x and computable up to a multiplying constant, the standard MH algorithm proposes a generic way to construct a Markov chain on x that is ergodic and stationary with respect to p. It means that if x (i) ∼ p(x), then x (i+1) ∼ p(x). The Markov chain generated by the method, x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (t) , . . . is such that x (t) converges in distribution to p.
In our case, any state x (i) of the Markov chain is an instance in a multi-dimensional space of route assignments. We are interested in such a version of MH that does not sample, but minimizes the target function p. As the MH algorithm might become inefficient for the optimization due to exploration of vast areas of no interest, we extend it with the simulated annealing (SA) component [46] which is a decreasing cooling mechanism for function p(x), in the form of p 1/L i (x) where li m i→∞ L i = 0. The algorithm is described below.
Algorithm 1 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm With Simulated
Annealing (MH-SA)
Accept the proposal: x (i+1) ← x cand 8: else 9: Reject the proposal:
The first step of the MH-SA algorithm is to initialize all variables in x. The main loop of the algorithm includes three steps. First, it generates a candidate from the proposal distribution q(x (i+1) |x (i) ). Second, it computes the acceptance probability via the acceptance function α(x cand |x (i) ) based on the proposal distribution q, the target function p and the cooling coefficient L i . Third, it accepts the candidate with probability α, or rejects it with probability 1 − α.
A. Candidate Sampling for the Trip Generation
Applied to the trip generation, Algorithm 1 takes the dynamic OD matrix defined by a set of triples t j , T = {t 1 , . . . , t n }; each triple t=(o, d, τ ) is a demand to travel from origin o to destination d starting at time τ . For a triple t j , let C(t j ) denote the set of all possible route assignments. Then, variable x j denotes one realization of t j , x j ∈ C(t j ). Put all together, variables x j form the state vector x = [x 1 , . . . , x n ] of the Markov chain that we intend to build.
For any route assignment x j of triple t j , we use a characteristic function f (x j ), such as the trip full time, aimed to compare the generated trips to the observed ones. Let Z denote the target distribution for the function f . We want to find such route assignments x j , j = 1, . . . , n that the function value set,
The problem is therefore defined over all possible route assignments in T , x ∈ C(T ), where C(T ) = C(t 1 ) × . . .× C(t n ). We are looking for such an assignment of variable vector x * that minimizes the error function p(x),
where the function p(x) is an average of distances between the data and target distributions,
p(x) represents the average mismatch for the trip characteristics, it achieves its minimum when all characteristics f k (x) fit the corresponding distributions Z k .
B. Proposal Distribution
Success of any MCMC algorithm depends on an accurate design of the proposal distribution q(x (i+1) |x (i) ) [46] . In our setting, we factorize q over all variables in x and allow only one variable x j to change in x (i) , by sampling another route assignment from the candidate set C(t j ). In Algorithm 1, Line 4, the replacement of the current x ∈ C(t j ) allows to rewrite the q term as follows:
We populate the candidate sets C(t), t ∈ T from available trip sources. In particular, we reuse the trip history and the trip planner recommendations as follows: 1) C(t) includes all trip planner recommendations for t; as we have no access to the recommendation weights, we consider them as equi-probable. Then
and we obtain a simpler Hastings algorithm where α(x cand |x (i)) ) = min{1, p(x cand )/p(x (i) )}. 2) C(t) includes, if available, all candidates for t from the trip history. 3 As the trip frequencies are usually available from the history, we take them into account. In this case,
In the nutshell, we compose the candidate sets C(t) by merging the k-top trip planner recommendations with the trips from the history, with their weights. Then we run Algorithm 1 with the state vector x ∈ C(T), the target function p(x) and the proposal function q as described above.
VII. EVALUATION
We run a series of experiments to test the trip generation with integrated mini activities. We use the Nancy trip dataset which includes 1.64M transit trips reconstructed from the smart card data gathered during 4 weeks in 2013. Figure 12 shows the number of trips for every day in the dataset. We note the difference in the number of trips between the working days (17 out of 25) and 8 weekends.
We run the experiments and study different issues of the trip generation described in Section VI:
• Generation error and convergence of the MH-SA algorithm; 3 The history may not contain trips with the exact trip start time τ ; we sample trips with the same start hour. • Importance of the trip history and trip planner recommendations; • Impact of a longer trip history and the target distributions. We run Algorithm 1 with the three trip characteristics, described in Sections IV and V-B, namely, the full travel time f 1 , the transfer time f 2 and the trip angle ratio f 3 . In all experiments, the number of iterations of the MH-SA algorithm is fixed to 100K, the initial trip configuration x 0 is provided by the MAP simulator.
A. Last Working Day Evaluation
We first test the MH-SA on the last working day d = 25, used to demonstrate the distribution mismatch in Sections IV and V-B. The target distributions Z k for the characteristics f k , i = 1, 2, 3 are obtained by averaging over 16 previous working days, as in Figures 2 and 6 .
For the initial trip configuration x 0 provided by the MAP simulator, the generation error p(x 0 ) is 0.162. The MH-SA algorithm converges to the Markov chain state x with the trip characteristics fitting well the target distributions; the error p(x) is reduced to 0.021; Figure 9 shows the mismatch after the MH-SA algorithm, for all three characteristic functions.
We observed a fast convergence of the MH-SA algorithm. Figure 10 reports the error reduction for the three characteristics. Note that all three errors contribute quite equally to the average error p(x).
B. Trip History vs Trip Planner
In the previous experiment, we used both trip sources for populating the candidate sets We next study the importance of the trip history and the trip planner recommendations in the generation process. We rerun Algorithm 1 for the working day d = 25, with three modifications. First, we exclude the trip history and compose the candidate set C(T ) with the top k = 3 trip planner recommendations only. This allows to reduce the error from 0.162 to 0.103 only. Second, we compose the candidate set C(T ) with trips of the working days (WD) history only. In this case, the generation error is the lowest (0.019). Third, we test the cross-type scenario, when the candidates for the working day d = 25 are sampled from the weekend (WE) history. This helps check the adaptation capacity of the method since the target distributions are different from the distributions of the candidate trips. We obtain a reasonably low error of 0.038, which is much lower that one obtained from the trip planner recommendations.
We then test all combinations of the above three cases. In addition to the last working day d = 25, we also test the last weekend d = 22, and present all results in Table I . Without surprise, the lowest generation error is achieved under the identical conditions (the working day history for d = 25 and the weekend trip history for d = 22). Otherwise, combining trip candidates from all available sources seems to be the most robust approach to the realistic trip generation. The method shows a good adaptation capacity when the target distributions Z k are different from the candidate trip distributions.
C. Error Reduction Over Time
We now test our method in the incremental setting, where the test day is not limited to the last day. We run Algorithm 1 on different days d, with the candidate trips coming from the previous days. The candidate set is specific for any test day; moreover, for early days in the history, fewer trip candidates are available. The incremental setting fits well the real-world scenario where a non-seen day is used to test a model inferred from all previous days. We measure the impact of the available trip history on the trip generation error. We first run the experiment on 17 working days, where the trip history includes 1 to 16 days. Figure 11 reports the error values, after 0, 25K, 50K, 75K, and 100K iterations of the MH-SA algorithm. The error of the initial trip configuration x 0 provided by the MAP simulator remains stable and oscillates around 0.18. Instead, the trip generation error is getting smaller as the trip history is getting longer. As Figure 11 shows, the error after 100K iterations is reduced from 0.071 for 1 day history to 0.021 for the 16 working days' history. It turns out that having access to more relevant trips makes it easier to find better candidates and reduce the error.
D. Mixing Working Days and Weekends
Next we run an experiment without making any distinction between the working days and weekends. Figure 12 reports the trip generation error for the entire day sequence, including 16 working days, 4 Saturdays (days 2, 8, 15 and 21) or 4 Sundays (days 3, 9, 16 and 22). As the figure shows, trip generation for the working days benefits to a very small extend from available weekend trips, and vice versa. This can be explained by a well-known phenomenon that the working days and weekends represent truly different travelling patterns. 
E. Traffic and Weather Conditions
In all previous experiments, we used a simple historical averaging for the target distributions Z k as input to the MH-SA algorithm. The averaging works well in the Nancy dataset which represents a rather smooth and non-disruptive service. Indeed, the number of 10 minute vehicle delays in the dataset is quite small, less than 0.5% of the total number of vehicle arrivals to stops. Actually, a large majority of these delays occurred on working days 11 and 14.
Any change in traffic and weather conditions has an impact on the travellers' behavior, including mini activities. To generate realistically looking trips under such conditions, a simple historical averaging is insufficient, as it represents a rather smooth service and will mislead the generation process.
To show the impact of Z k on the trip generation, we rerun the experiment in Section C ( Figure 11 ) but replace the averaging with the true distributions. This aims at testing the trip generation when Z k are known in advance. Figure 13 compares the generation error for the averaged and known target distributions. The error values for known Z k are close to the averaged ones, except days 11 and 14 when most traffic cases occurred. For these days, the error is reduced by 35%. In other words, we should distinguish between the trip generation process and the target distributions. The MC-HA algorithm does a good job of generating realistic trips for given target distributions, but these target distributions should be set up according to the traffic and weather conditions we want to simulate.
Traffic prediction is a well studied problem, with various regression models proposed in the literature [24] , [32] , [44] . However, the current Nancy dataset represents mostly the normal traffic; therefore a much richer trip history (in terms of traffic and weather conditions) is needed to evaluate these factors and test on real observations. Beyond the properly assigned target distributions, another challenge is to extend the current Markov model, coping with the travellers' trips, to the vehicle runs. Similar to the trip characteristics, we may require the vehicle runs to fit some target distributions and include them in the error function p(x). Then we could use the MH-SA algorithm to generate both vehicle runs and trips jointly, by minimizing p(x) for the trip and run characteristics.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we identified travellers' mini activities as an important factor of the travel demand modeling. Unlike the main activities, the mini activities occur during the trips; their presence can explain the mismatch between the optimal trip plans and the observed transit trips. We developed a method for generating trips which implicitly integrate the mini activities and look realistic, with the main trip characteristics fitting the target distributions. The method is able to closely reproduce the observed trips, by mixing up two available trip sources, the trip history and the trip planner recommendations. It generates a Markov chain over the entire trip collection and uses a version of Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to make the main trip characteristics converge to the target distributions.
We tested our method on a collection of trips gathered in Nancy, France. We reported results of experiments which analyses the performance and convergence of the algorithm, as well as the role of the trip characteristics, available trip sources, the history size and the target distributions. We also paid attention to the adaptation capacity, when the target distributions do not necessarily follow the past observations. Such a capacity appears to be important for simulating new transport service scenarios, when the trip history is partial or does not exist at all.
